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ABSTRACT  
In this paper, we propose a novel model to extract highly precise depth maps from missing viewpoints, especially 

for generating holographic 3D content. These depth maps are essential elements for phase extraction, which is 

required for the synthesis of computer-generated holograms (CGHs). The proposed model, called the holographic 

dense depth, estimates depth maps through feature extraction, combining, up-sampling. We designed and prepared 

a total of 8,192 multi-view images with resolutions of 640 × 360. We evaluated our model by comparing the 

estimated depth maps with their ground truths using peak signal-to-noise ratio, accuracy, and root mean squared 

error as performance measures. We further compared the CGH patterns created from estimated depth maps with 

those from ground truths and reconstructed the holographic 3D image scenes from their CGHs. Both quantitative 

and qualitative results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. 

Introduction 

A depth map image represents information related to the distance between the camera’s viewpoint and the object’s 
surface. It is reconstructed based on the original (RGB color) image and generally has a grayscale format. Depth 

maps are used in three-dimensional computer graphics, such as three-dimensional image generation and computer-

generated holograms (CGHs). In particular, phase information, which is an essential element for CGHs, can be 

acquired from depth maps [1, 2]. 

360-degree RGB images and their corresponding depth map image pairs are required to observe 360-degree digital 

holographic content. If a specific location does not have a depth map (missing viewpoint), its corresponding 

holographic 3D (H3D) scene will not be visible. Depth map estimation compensates for missing viewpoints and 

contributes to the formation of realistic 360-degree digital hologram content. In this study, we propose a novel 

method for learning depth information from captured viewpoints and estimating depth information from missing 

viewpoints. The overall approach is shown in Fig. 1. 

 
Figure 1. 
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Many previous studies have estimated depth maps based on three distinct approaches. The first is the monocular 

approach [3-10]. Battiato et al. [3] proposed the generation of depth maps using image classification. In this work, 

digital images are classified as indoor, outdoor, and outdoor with geometric objects, with low computational costs. 

Eigen et al. [4] proposed a convolutional neural network (CNN)-based model consisting of two different networks. 

One estimates the global structure of the scene, whereas the other estimates the local information. Koch et al. [5] 

studied the preservation of edges and planar regions, depth consistency, and absolute distance accuracy from a 

single image. Other studies adopting conditional random fields [6-8], generative adversarial networks [9, 10], and 

U-nets with an encoder-decoder structure have been introduced [11]. Alhashim et al. [12] applied transfer learning 

to high-resolution depth map estimation, which we refer to as conventional dense depth (CDD) for the remainder 

of this paper.  

The second is the stereo approach, which uses a pair of left and right images [13]. In this method, depth maps are 

estimated based on the disparity between two opposing viewpoints (two cameras). This approach follows the 

intuition of recognizing the distance of an object the same way as the human visual system does. Self-supervised 

learning, where the model estimates depth maps from stereo images using a monocular depth map of the left or 

right image, has been applied to this type of approach [14].  

The third approach estimate depth maps using multi-view images (more than two RGB images) [15-18]. Many of 

them use the plane-sweep method [19], which is a basic geometry algorithm for finding intersecting line segments 

[15-17]. Choi et al. [15] used CNNs for multi-view stereo matching, which combines the cost volumes with the 

depth hypothesis in multi-view images. Im et al. [16] proposed an end-to-end model that learns a full plane-sweep 

process, including the construction of cost volumes. Recently, Zhao et al. [17] proposed an asymmetric encoder-

decoder model that has improved accuracy for outdoor environments. Wang et al.’s work features a CNN for 
solving the depth estimation problem on several image-pose pairs that are taken continuously while the camera is 

moving [18]. All of the above studies can generate only a single depth image using multi-view RGB images. 

To provide realistic holographic [20, 21], AR [22], or VR [23] content (see Fig. 1-b) to users, it is essential to 

estimate as many highly precise depth maps as possible in a short time for each given narrow angular range. 

Therefore, in this study, although we use the input data of multi-view RGB images, we do not adopt either 

conventional stereo-view or multi-view methods because these methods use multiple RGB images as input to 

output only a single depth map. Our model can generate new depth maps derived from new RGB images of the 

missing viewpoints, as illustrated in (III) of Fig. 1-a. As a result, we can obtain 360-degree depth maps of objects 

for realistic holographic or AR/VR content. Furthermore, we demonstrate the experimental results to test the 

quality of the estimated depth maps by reconstructing holographic 3D scenes from the CGHs generated by the 

estimated depth maps. 

 

Results 

Data Preparations 
We first introduce a method that generates a 360-degree, multi-view RGB image-depth map pair dataset using the 

Z-depth rendering function provided by 3D graphic software, Autodesk Maya 2018 [24]. Second, we present a 

neural network architecture that estimates depth maps. Finally, the experimental results are discussed. In addition, 

we also show the results of synthesizing CGHs, numerical reconstruction, and optical reconstruction using RGB 

image-depth map pairs in the next section. In this study, a dataset of multi-view RGB image-depth map pairs was 

generated using Z-depth rendering provided by Maya software. To extract the RGB image-depth map pairs in 

Maya software, we devised two identical 3D objects located near the origin and a virtual camera with a light 

source that shoots these two solid objects, so that the virtual camera could acquire depth difference information 

between two solid figures during camera rotation around the origin. Depth measurements along the Z-direction 

from the camera were made using a luminance depth preset supplied by the Maya software. 

The virtual camera acquires 1024 pairs (for each shape of both RGB images and depth maps) while rotating 360-

degree around the axis of rotation. Shapes of 3D objects that we used for the study were a torus, cube, cone, and 

sphere, as shown in Fig. 3. We use a total of 8,192 images for the experiments in this study. Among them, 4,096 

are RGB images and the remaining 4,096 are depth map images. Both RGB images and depth map images are 

classified into four shapes (torus, cube, cone, and sphere), each consisting of 1,024 views. When four kinds of 

objects were learned at once, 60% of the total data were used for training, and 40% were used for testing 

(estimation). 
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Quantitative Results 

To quantitatively evaluate the performance of depth map estimation from the proposed model (HDD: holographic 

dense depth), we first present a characteristic of the loss, mean squared error (MSE), averaged over all objects 

during training for the HDD model in Fig. 2-a. Then, in the case of torus, we present the typical trends of peak 

signal-to-noise (PSNR) of HDD and CDD in Fig. 2-b, where the x-axis represents the step number over 90 epochs. 

In the case of torus, Fig. 2-c shows the distribution of accuracy (ACC) [25], indicating the similarity between the 

ground truth depth map and the depth map estimated from HDD or CDD, where the x-axis represents the angular 

degree corresponding to viewpoint (see Fig. 1). In addition, we present the RMSE from the HDD and CDD for 

each object (Fig. 2-d). 

 
Figure 2. 

We now introduce the loss function that we use in this study. The MSE was used as a loss function in the HDD 

for more efficient gradient transfer. The MSE is defined as 𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 1𝑛 ∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 ′)2𝑛
𝑖=1    (1) 

which refers to the value measured by the pointwise operation of the difference between the depth value of the 

estimated depth map (𝑦𝑖) and the depth value of the ground truth depth map (𝑦𝑖 ′), and n is the total number of 

pixels. The quantitative metrics used in this study are as follows. The structural similarity (SSIM) [26] is defined 

as  

 𝑆𝑆𝐼𝑀 = (2𝜇𝑦𝜇𝑦′+𝑐1)(2𝜎𝑦𝑦′+𝑐2)(2𝜇𝑦2+ 𝜇𝑦′2+𝑐1)(𝜎𝑦2+𝜎𝑦′2+𝑐2)   

(2) 

which is commonly used to evaluate the similarity in visual quality (luminance, contrast, and structure) with the 

original image, with 𝜇𝑦  as the average of ground truth(y); 𝜇𝑦′ the average of the estimated depth map(y’); 𝜎𝑦2
 

the variance of the ground truth(y); 𝜎𝑦′2
 the variance of the estimated depth map(y’); 2𝜎𝑦𝑦′ the covariance of 

ground truth(y) and estimated depth map(y’); and 𝑐1, 𝑐2 are two variables for stabilizing the division with a weak 

denominator, which is defined as 

 𝑐1 = (𝑘1𝐿)2, 𝑐2 = (𝑘2𝐿)2 
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(3) 

where L is the dynamic range of the pixel values (normally 2𝑏𝑖𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙 − 1); and 𝑘1 and 𝑘2 are defined as 

default values of 0.01 and 0.03, respectively. The SSIM of both models was approximately 0.9999. The PSNR is 

defined as 

 𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑠2𝑀𝑆𝐸  

(4) 

which is defined via the MSE and s (maximal signal value of a given image), equal to 255 for the depth map image 

of 8-bit gray levels used in this study. The ACC is defined as 𝐴𝐶𝐶 = ∑ (𝐼 ∙ 𝐼′)𝑑√[∑ 𝐼2𝑑 ][∑ 𝐼′2𝑑 ] 

(5) 

where I is the depth value of pixels in the depth map image estimated by CDD or HDD, and I’ is the depth value 

of pixels in the ground truth depth map image. When the estimation result and ground truth are identical, ACC = 

1. However, note that if I = kI’ (k is scalar), ACC = 1, even if the estimation result and ground truth are different. 

In addition, we use additional metrics that were used in prior studies [4, 12, 27, 28] as follows. Table 1 shows the 

comparison results for these metrics for HDD and CDD. 

 𝐴𝑏𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑙 (Absolute Relative Error) = 1𝑛 ∑ |𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖′|𝑦𝑖 ′
𝑛

𝑖=1  

(6) 

 𝑆𝑞 𝑟𝑒𝑙 (Squared Relative Error) = 1𝑛 ∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 ′)2𝑦𝑖 ′
𝑛

𝑖=1  

(7) 

 

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 (Root Mean Squared Error) = √1𝑛 ∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖 ′)2𝑛
𝑖=1  

(8) 

 

𝐿𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 (Log Root Mean Squared Error) = √1𝑛 ∑(LOG(𝑦𝑖) − LOG(𝑦𝑖′))2𝑛
𝑖=1  

(9) 

 

where 𝑦𝑖  is the depth value of a pixel in the estimated depth map, 𝑦𝑖 ′ is the depth value of a pixel in the ground 

truth depth map, and n is the total number of pixels. 
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Indicators 

 

Models 

a SSIM b PSNR (dB) c ACC 

Torus Cube Cone Sphere Torus Cube Cone Sphere Torus Cube Cone Sphere 

HDD 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 84.95 84.42 84.90 85.03 
0.9933 

±0.0040 

0.9933 

±0.0030 

0.9928 

±0.0037 

0.9965 

±0.0012 

CDD 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 84.64 83.94 84.68 84.62 
0.9925 

±0.0039 

0.9934 

±0.0027 

0.9926 

±0.0036 

0.9959 

±0.0013 
 

Indicators 

 

Models 

d Abs rel e Sq rel f RMSE 

Torus Cube Cone Sphere Torus Cube Cone Sphere Torus Cube Cone Sphere 

HDD 0.022 0.018 0.022 0.017 0.0058 0.0046 0.0058 0.0043 0.0009 0.0007 0.0006 0.0005 

CDD 0.019 0.017 0.016 0.017 0.0062 0.0052 0.0061 0.0047 0.0012 0.0013 0.0008 0.0013 
 

Indicators 

 

Models 

g LRMSE Time 
Resolution 

Torus Cube Cone Sphere Training Estimating 

HDD 0.0114 0.0117 0.0111 0.0110 17 h 0.18 s 640 × 360 

CDD 0.0116 0.0122 0.0113 0.0112 17 h 0.18 s 640 × 360 

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of HDD (proposed model) and CDD (Using Nvidia Titan RTX ⅹ 8; a–c: higher is better; d–g: lower is 

better). 

Qualitative Results 

To qualitatively evaluate the depth map estimation performance of the HDD, we present samples of RGB 

images, ground truths, and model estimation results from a viewpoint that is not used in training, as shown in 

Fig. 3. (see Supplementary video 1) 

 
Figure 3. 

According to the ground truth and the model's estimation result, it seems that HDD estimates the depth values of 

the objects quite accurately. However, we can see that the part closer to the camera is slightly brighter than the 

ground truth. 
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Hologram image synthesis using depth estimation result   
Numerically reconstructed hologram images and optically reconstructed hologram images from the estimated 

depth maps and ground truth depth maps are shown in Fig. 4. (The focused object is indicated with an arrow, see 

Supplementary video 2-4) 

 
Figure 4. 

 

The CGH was calculated from the RGB and depth map-based fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm, with either 

a set of ground truth depth maps and RGB images or a set of estimated depth maps and corresponding RGB 

images used as input for the FFT computational process of [29-30].  

CGHs of 1,024 views were prepared for each solid figure, and a process of encoding called Lee’s scheme [29] 

was adapted so that they could be represented on an amplitude-modulating spatial light modulator (SLM), that is, 

a reflective LCoS (liquid crystal on silicon)-SLM. Lee’s encoding decomposes a complex-valued light field H(𝑥, 𝑦) 

into components with four real and non-negative coefficients, which can be expressed as   

 𝐻(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝐿1(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒𝑖0 + 𝐿2(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒𝑖𝜋/2 + 𝐿3(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒𝑖𝜋 + 𝐿4(𝑥, 𝑦)𝑒𝑖3𝜋/2 
(10) 
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where at least two of the four coefficients (𝐿𝑖) are zero. The SLM that is used for optical reconstructions can 

display an 8-bit grayscale, has a resolution of 3840 × 2160 pixels, an active diagonal length of 0.62”, and a pixel 

pitch of 3.6 μm. A fibre-coupled, combined beam from RGB laser sources (wavelengths: 633 nm, 532 nm, and 

488 nm of the MatchBox Laser Series) passes through an expanding/collimating optical device to supply coherent, 

uniform illumination on the active area of the SLM. A field lens (focal length: f = 50 cm) was positioned just after 

the LCoS-SLM, and experimental observation of the optically reconstructed images was performed using a DSLR 

camera (Canon EOD 5D Mark III), whose lens was located within an observation window that was generated 

near the focus of the field lens [30] (see Fig. 5). The results of camera-captured optical reconstructions and 

numerical reconstructions from the synthesized CGHs are shown in Fig. 4. To prove the depth difference in real 

3D space between two objects based on the prepared 360-degree holographic content, we demonstrate the 

accommodation effect with optically realized holographic 3D scenes, by presentation to simultaneously indicate 

the clear object and the blurred object in each picture when the camera lens is either on the rear focal plane or on 

the front focal plane, as shown from each photograph in optical reconstruction’s column of Fig. 4. 

 

Figure 5. 

 

When the holographic 3D images prepared from the depth map estimated using the proposed deep learning model 

are observed, there is relative blurring in comparison with images prepared from the ground truth depth map. This 

is because the minute difference between depth values of the two objects on the basis of estimation is not exactly 

equal to the difference between the depth values of the two objects on the basis of reference (ground truth). 

However, Fig. 4 shows that photographs of optically reconstructed scenes clearly support the accommodation 

effect on holographic 3D images; when an object between two objects is within the camera’s focus, its 
photographic image is very sharp, while an object that is out of focus is completely blurred. 

In addition, in order to compare the CGH from the HDD estimation depth map with the CGH from the ground 

truth depth map quantitatively, we carry out performance evaluation using the ACC, which is defined as 

 𝐴𝐶𝐶 = ∑ (𝐼 ∙ 𝐼′)𝑟,𝑔,𝑏√[∑ 𝐼2𝑟,𝑔,𝑏 ][∑ 𝐼′2𝑟,𝑔,𝑏 ] 

  
(11) 

where I is the brightness of each color in the CGH image obtained using 2D RGB images and depth map images 

estimated by HDD, and I' is the brightness of each color in the CGH image obtained using 2D RGB images and 

ground truth depth map images. When the estimation result and ground truth are identical, or I = kI’ (k is a positive 

scalar), ACC = 1. When a mismatch occurs between them, 0 ≤ ACC < 1. The comparison results are shown in 

Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6. 

 

Discussion 

In this paper, we proposed and demonstrated a novel CNN model that learns depth map estimation from missing 

viewpoints, especially well-fit for holographic 3D. The proposed model, which we call HDD, uses MSE for better 

depth map estimation performance in comparison with the CDD, which uses SSIM 90% and MSE 10% as the loss 

function. 

We designed and prepared 8,192 multi-view images with a resolution of 640 × 360. In the proposed model, HDD 

estimated depth maps by extracting features and up-sampling. The weights were optimized using the MSE loss 

function. For quantitative assessment, we compared the estimated depth maps from HDD with those from CDD 

using the PSNR, ACC, RMSE. As shown in Fig. 2, the proposed HDD model is numerically superior to CDD in 

terms of PSNR, ACC, and RMSE. In addition, as shown in Table 1, although HDD is numerically inferior to CDD 

on the metrics of absolute relative error (abs rel), it is superior to CDD on the metrics of squared relative error 

(sq rel) and LRMSE. We also compared fringe patterns created from the estimated depth maps with those created 

from the ground truths. As shown in Fig. 6, the ACC values are approximately 0.84 to 0.92, depending on the 

figures, which means that the fringe pattern made from the estimated depth map by the proposed model is 

significantly similar to the fringe pattern made from the ground truth depth map.  

The contributions of this study are as follows: First, we demonstrate the ability of our proposed HDD to learn and 

produce depth map estimation with high accuracy from multi-view RGB images. Second, we prove the feasibility 

of applying deep learning-based, estimated depth maps to synthesize CGHs, with which we can quantitatively 

evaluate the degree of accuracy in the performance of our proposed model for holography. Third, we illustrate the 

effectiveness of CGHs synthesized via the proposed HDD through direct numerical/optical observations of 

holographic 3D images.  

The limitations of the proposed model covered in this study are the minute residual images near the border area 

of each object and the weak background noise in the estimated depth maps. To overcome these issues, one needs 

to find approaches to place relatively large weights on these border areas and then enhance precision estimations 

of these areas. It is also worth mentioning that the image resolution and extraction speed of deep learning-based 

depth maps can be improved by adjusting the model’s parameters, such as filters and filter sizes, and then 

optimizing the ratio of training/testing data. Moreover, we note that only the diffraction efficiency element, that 

is, the direct observation of the reconstructed holographic 3D image, was used as a comparative measure for the 

quality of the H3D image in this study. We plan to supplement this measure through further analysis, considering 

parameters such as contrast ratio of intensity, clearness, and distortion to evaluate H3D images. 
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Methods 

The proposed depth map estimation model HDD consists of two components: the encoder and decoder, as shown 

in Fig. 7. We adopt the dense depth (CDD) of Alhashim et al. [12]. The encoder performs feature extraction and 

down-sampling of the input RGB images. The decoder performs up-sampling by concatenating the extracted 

features based on the size of the RGB image. The weights for both components are optimized by a loss function 

that minimizes the discrepancy between the ground truth and the estimated depth map. CDD learns and estimates 

the depth from a single viewpoint. On the other hand, HDD learns depth from multiple viewpoints and estimates 

the depth of viewpoints that are not used for training (new viewpoints). The CDD model used SSIM 90% and MSE 

10% as the loss function, whereas the proposed HDD model only used MSE as the loss function. We also adopted 

the CDD by utilizing bilinear interpolation in the up-sampling layer and ReLu as the activation function. 

Consequently, we obtained better depth estimation results. 

 
Figure 7. 
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Figure captions 

 
Figure 2. a Depth map estimation from missing viewpoint (III) using image set of captured viewpoints (I, II); b richer holographic 3D 

content with estimated depth maps from missing viewpoints (III). 

Figure 2. a Curve of the loss MSE averaged over all objects during training for the HDD model; b-d Comparison of HDD and CDD using 

PSNR trend, ACC distribution with ground truth depth map for torus, RMSE difference for all objects after training. 

Figure 3. Depth map comparison between ground truth, estimation result from HDD, and estimation result from CDD. 

Figure 4. Result of numerical/optical reconstruction from CGHs using estimated depth map image and ground truth. (Focused object is 

indicated by an arrow mark). 

Figure 5. Geometry of the optical system for holographic 3D observation: a numerical simulation, and b its optical experiment setup. 

Observer’s eye lens in a is located at the position of the focal length of the field lens, corresponding to the center of Fourier plane of the 

optical holographic display b. 

Figure 6. ACC trend for CGHs of torus, cube, cone, and sphere. 

Figure 7. Pipeline for depth map estimation model and digital hologram reconstruction.  
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Table 

 
Indicators 

 

Models 

a SSIM b PSNR (dB) c ACC 

Torus Cube Cone Sphere Torus Cube Cone Sphere Torus Cube Cone Sphere 

HDD 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 84.95 84.42 84.90 85.03 
0.9933 

±0.0040 

0.9933 

±0.0030 

0.9928 

±0.0037 

0.9965 

±0.0012 

CDD 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 0.9999 84.64 83.94 84.68 84.62 
0.9925 

±0.0039 

0.9934 

±0.0027 

0.9926 

±0.0036 

0.9959 

±0.0013 
 

Indicators 

 

Models 

d Abs rel e Sq rel f RMSE 

Torus Cube Cone Sphere Torus Cube Cone Sphere Torus Cube Cone Sphere 

HDD 0.022 0.018 0.022 0.017 0.0058 0.0046 0.0058 0.0043 0.0009 0.0007 0.0006 0.0005 

CDD 0.019 0.017 0.016 0.017 0.0062 0.0052 0.0061 0.0047 0.0012 0.0013 0.0008 0.0013 
 

Indicators 

 

Models 

g LRMSE Time 
Resolution 

Torus Cube Cone Sphere Training Estimating 

HDD 0.0114 0.0117 0.0111 0.0110 17 h 0.18 s 640 × 360 

CDD 0.0116 0.0122 0.0113 0.0112 17 h 0.18 s 640 × 360 

Table 1. Quantitative comparison of HDD (proposed model) and CDD (Using Nvidia Titan RTX ⅹ 8; a–c: higher is better; d–g: lower is 

better). 



Figures

Figure 1

a Depth map estimation from missing viewpoint (III) using image set of captured viewpoints (I, II); b richer
holographic 3D content with estimated depth maps from missing viewpoints (III).

Figure 2



a Curve of the loss MSE averaged over all objects during training for the HDD model; b-d Comparison of
HDD and CDD using PSNR trend, ACC distribution with ground truth depth map for torus, RMSE
difference for all objects after training.

Figure 3

Depth map comparison between ground truth, estimation result from HDD, and estimation result from
CDD.



Figure 4

Result of numerical/optical reconstruction from CGHs using estimated depth map image and ground
truth. (Focused object is indicated by an arrow mark).

Figure 5



Geometry of the optical system for holographic 3D observation: a numerical simulation, and b its optical
experiment setup. Observer’s eye lens in a is located at the position of the focal length of the �eld lens,
corresponding to the center of Fourier plane of the optical holographic display b.

Figure 6

ACC trend for CGHs of torus, cube, cone, and sphere.



Figure 7

Pipeline for depth map estimation model and digital hologram reconstruction.
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